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BACKGROUND: In previous studies, we showed that failure to respond to auto-
mated responsiveness monitor (ARM) precedes potentially serious sedation-
related adversities associated with loss of responsiveness, and that the ARM
was not susceptible to false-positive responses. It remains unknown, however,
whether loss and return of response to the ARM occur at similar sedation levels.
We hypothesized that loss and return of response to the ARM occur at similar
sedation levels in individual subjects, independent of the propofol effect
titration scheme.
METHODS: Twenty-one healthy volunteers aged 20–45 yr underwent propofol
sedation using an effect-site target-controlled infusion system and two different
dosing protocol schemes. In all, we increased propofol effect-site concentration (Ce)
until loss of response to the ARM occurred. Subsequently, the propofol Ce was
decreased either by a fixed percentage (20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 70%; fixed
percentage protocol, n � 10) or by a linear deramping (0.1, 0.2, and
0.3 �g � mL�1 � min�1; deramping protocol, n � 11) until the ARM response
returned. Consequently, the propofol Ce was maintained at the new target for a
6-min interval (Ce plateau) during which arterial samples for propofol determina-
tion were obtained, and a clinical assessment of sedation (Observer’s Assessment of
Alertness/Sedation [OAA/S] score) performed. Each participant in the two proto-
cols experienced each percentage or deramping rate of Ce decrease in random
order. The assumption of steady state was tested by plotting the limits of
agreement between the starting and ending plasma concentration (Cp) at each Ce
plateau. The probability of response to the ARM as a function of propofol Ce,
Bispectral Index (BIS) of the electroencephalogram, and OAA/S score was esti-
mated, whereas the effect of the protocol type on these estimates was evaluated
using the nested model approach (NONMEM). The combined effect of propofol Ce
and BIS on the probability for ARM response was also evaluated using a fractional
probability model (PBIS/Ce).
RESULTS: The measured propofol Cp at the beginning and the end of the Ce plateau
was almost identical. The Ce50 of propofol for responding to the ARM was 1.73
(95% confidence interval: 1.55–2.10) �g/mL, whereas the corresponding BIS50 was
75 (71.3–77). The OAA/S50 probability for ARM response was 12.5/20 (12–13.4). A
fractional probability (PBIS/Ce) model for the combined effect of BIS and Ce fitted
the data best, with an estimated contribution for BIS of 63%. Loss and return of
ARM response occurred at similar sedation levels in individual subjects.
CONCLUSIONS: Reproducible ARM dynamics in individual subjects compares favor-
ably with clinical and electroencephalogram sedation end points and suggests that
the ARM could be used as an independent instrumental guide of drug effect during
propofol-only sedation.
(Anesth Analg 2009;109:778–86)

Individual requirements for sedatives vary. For ex-
ample, there is considerable interindividual variability in
the propofol effect-site concentration (Ce) at loss of
responsiveness.1–3 Consequently, standardized dosing

provides inadequate medication for some patients while
proving excessive in others.4 Effective titration of drug
effect in individual patients is necessary to avoid poten-
tial adverse events due to inappropriate dosing.5,6
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Patients given non-opioid sedatives are unlikely to
experience respiratory and/or hemodynamic compli-
cations from doses that do not cause a loss of respon-
siveness. We have evaluated responsiveness during
propofol sedation both clinically and with an auto-
mated responsiveness monitor (ARM), a novel nega-
tive feedback system for individual titration of propofol
sedation.2,7 The system incorporates a handset ap-
proximately the size of a mobile phone that consists of
a conveniently located thumb switch and vibrator. It is
linked to a single “ear bud” headphone worn by the
subject. A computerized voice asks the participant to
push the button at intervals. The voice request is
accompanied by vibration of the handset. The voice
repeats the request four times over a 10-s period,
becoming louder and more insistent with each repeti-
tion. The handset vibrates during questioning, and the
vibration becomes progressively more intense with
each query over the 10-s period. Pressing the button in
response to any of the four queries presented in this
10-s window is considered an evidence of responsive-
ness and stops both the queries and vibration.

In previous studies, we showed that failure to
respond to the ARM precedes potentially serious
sedation-related adverse events associated with loss of
responsiveness, such as apnea and hypotension, and
that the ARM was not susceptible to false-positive
responses.2,7 It remains unknown, however, whether
loss and return of response to the ARM occurs at
similar sedation levels, independent of the scheme
used to titrate the drug effect. The issue is important
because time invariance is one of the basic assump-
tions of pharmacokinetics.8 As a corollary, a clinical
surrogate measure of sedation must be highly predict-
able. Predictability in this context means that the
dynamics of a behavioral titration instrument like the
ARM must be reliable and have a reasonably limited
intra- and interindividual variability.

We therefore tested the hypothesis that loss and
return of response to the ARM occur at similar seda-
tion levels in individual subjects during propofol
sedation. We tested our theory by increasing the
propofol Ce until loss of response to the ARM was
observed. After loss of response, we compared two
methods of decreasing the propofol Ce: a fixed per-
centage decrease and a linear deramping of the Ce
until the ARM response returned. Bispectral Index
(BIS) of the electroencephalogram (EEG) and Ce infor-
mation were used independently, as well as in com-
bination, to characterize ARM response dynamics.

METHODS
With approval of the University of California, San

Francisco Human Studies Committees and written
informed consent, we evaluated 21 healthy volunteers
of both genders between April and May of 2000. All
volunteers received propofol until they stopped re-
sponding to the ARM. Ten volunteers were studied

using a fixed percentage protocol and 11 others were
studied using a linear deramping protocol, as de-
scribed below. Age was restricted to 20–45 yr. Volun-
teers fasted at least 8 h before the trial.

All standard anesthetic monitors including oscillo-
metric blood pressure, electrocardiogram, end-tidal
CO2 through a sealed anesthesia mask, and pulse
oximetry (Spo2) were applied to the participating
volunteers. Electrodes to capture the BIS of the EEG
(A-2000 monitor, BIS 3.3 algorithm, system revision
1.07, Aspect Medical Systems, Newton, MA) were
applied to the forehead according to the manufactur-
er’s instructions. The BIS recording began with a
2-min period of quiet relaxation with the volunteer’s
eyes closed. Resistance of the BIS sensors was main-
tained at �5 k� throughout the study period.

A 20-gauge catheter was inserted at the antecubital
fossa on the dominant arm for the propofol infusion,
whereas a 20-gauge catheter was inserted into the
radial artery in the contralateral arm for blood sam-
pling. Normothermia was maintained with forced-air
warming. Volunteers breathed supplemental oxygen
via a sealed anesthesia mask to maintain a Spo2 more
than 92%.

The ARM apparatus was strapped loosely to the
dominant hand. The volunteers were trained with the
ARM handset and headphone for 10–15 min before
the first sedation trial. The volume of the query was
adjusted to a level that they were able to hear easily.
We confirmed that the volunteers responded
promptly to the ARM apparatus during this prestudy
period.

We used a target-controlled infusion (TCI) drug
delivery system according to the method of Shafer and
Gregg9 to target propofol Ce using the covariate-
adjusted propofol kinetic model reported by Schnider
et al.10 with a ke0 of 0.46/min.11 The performance
of the system was previously evaluated under
pseudosteady-state conditions.12 The drug delivery
system consisted of a Harvard 22 (Harvard Clinical
Technology, South Natick, MA) electronic syringe
pump, which could be commanded by a host system
(Pentium II 450 MHz microprocessor-based system)
through an RS232 serial communication port. A cus-
tomized software platform, written by Scott Laborato-
ries (Lubbock, TX), was used to drive the pump.

Fixed Percentage Protocol
Ten volunteers were studied six times each during

administration of propofol using an infusion “ramp”
with a slope adjusted to change the propofol Ce with
a rate of 0.6 �g � mL�1 � min�1. The infusion ramp was
maintained until the volunteers lost response to the
ARM apparatus, because this is determined by a
nonresponse to a 10-s-long query period. Subse-
quently, propofol Ce was decreased by one of six
randomly ordered percentages: 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%,
60%, and 70%. The target propofol Ce was maintained
stable at this level for 6 min (Ce plateau) before the
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infusion was stopped. Sedation was evaluated at
1-min intervals during this steady-state period. After a
recovery period of at least 15 min, and a reduction in
the predicted Ce to �0.5 �g/mL, the next trial began,
again consisting of an infusion ramp followed by a
decrease of a different percentage. Each participant
experienced each percentage decrease (Fig. 1).

Deramping Protocol
A set of 11 different volunteers was studied three

times each during administration of propofol using an
infusion ramp with a slope adjusted to change propo-
fol Ce at a rate of 0.5 �g � mL�1 � min�1. The infusion
was maintained until the volunteers lost response to
the ARM apparatus, because this is determined by a
nonresponse during a 10-s query period. Subse-
quently, the Ce of propofol was decreased by one of
three randomly ordered slopes adjusted to change Ce
by 0.1, 0.2, or 0.3 �g � mL�1 � min�1. The Ce of propo-
fol was decreased until three successive positive re-
sponses to the ARM apparatus occurred. After the
third ARM response, the propofol Ce was maintained
at that level for 6 min (Ce plateau) before the infusion
was stopped. At the end of each steady-state period,
the sedation level was evaluated. As described above,
after a recovery period of at least 15 min and a
reduction in the predicted Ce to �0.5 �g/mL, the next
trial began to test a different deramping rate. Each
participant experienced each deramping rate decrease
in propofol Ce (Fig. 1).

Measurements
Demographic and morphometric characteristics of

the volunteers were recorded. All standard physi-
ologic values were downloaded and recorded to an
automated data acquisition system for off-line analy-
sis. These included heart rate, arterial blood pressure,
respiratory rate, end-tidal CO2, and Spo2. BIS and all

standard anesthetic monitoring data, except for blood
pressure, were recorded at 15-s intervals.

Each ARM test lasted for 10 s, contained four
individual queries, and was repeated with a rate of
four tests per minute, i.e., after each completed (four
queries) ARM test there was a 5-s interval before the
initiation of the next one. Failure to press the button in
response to all four queries that were presented dur-
ing a 10-s ARM test was considered a nonresponse. On
the contrary, a positive response to any of the four
queries was considered a positive response to the
ARM. Both the positive and the negative responses to
each ARM test were recorded approximately 5 s after
the end of each test, i.e., just before the initiation of the
next test. Thus, the resolution of each ARM test was
approximately 15 s. A detailed diagram in Figure 1
depicts the timing characteristics of the ARM test.

An arterial blood sample for propofol determina-
tion was obtained at the beginning and the end of each
Ce plateau in both protocols to document the presence
of steady state. The samples were analyzed using a
high performance liquid chromatography assay modi-
fied from the method of Plummer.13 This method has
a coefficient variation of 4.1% at a propofol plasma
level of 2 �g/mL.

Sedation was assessed clinically using the Observ-
er’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation score (OAA/S).
The OAA/S score consists of four components. As
described by Chernik et al.,14 we summed the compo-
nent scores. The presence of consciousness was de-
fined as an OAA/S score higher than 10 (of 20). The
score was applied every 1 min at the Ce plateau
during the fixed percentage protocol, and only once at
the end of each Ce plateau during the deramping
protocol. An attempt was made to evaluate sedation at
the end of an ARM test so as to minimize any
interference with the ARM function.

Figure 1. The time course of the predicted effect-site propofol concentration (Ce) in the fixed percentage and deramping dosing
protocol schemes. In the fixed percentage protocol the Ce is decreased by a certain percentage (20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, or
70%), whereas in the deramping protocol the Ce is decreased by a certain rate (0.1, 0.2, or 0.3 �g � mL�1 � min�1), after the first
loss of automated responsiveness monitor (ARM) (LOA) response has occurred. A 6-min-long Ce steady state (SS) completes
each individual sedation trial. The third graph presents the time course for the ARM. Each ARM test lasts for 10 s and consists
of four individual queries (Q). Failure to press a button in response to all four queries that are presented during a 10-s-long
ARM test is considered a nonresponse. Between two successive ARM tests there is an interval of 5 s (Methods).
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Data Analysis
Demographic and morphometric data were aver-

aged across volunteers and presented for each proto-
col separately.

We have previously shown1 that when propofol Ce
is increasing at a rate between 0.1 and 0.9
�g � mL�1 � min�1, a ke0 of 0.17/min (tpeak � 2.7 min)
more accurately reflects the plasma-effect-site equili-
bration than the previously reported value of
0.46/min (tpeak � 1.7 min).11 Predicted Ce reported
here are thus based on a ke0 of 0.17/min.

The assumption of steady-state concentration at
each plateau (Ce plateau) was tested using the Bland
and Altman method.15 The difference in the measured
plasma concentration (Cp) between the beginning
(Cp-start) and the end (Cp-end) of each concentration
plateau was presented as a function of the Cp-start
and Cp-end average. Differences between the two
protocols were assessed using unpaired t-test.

The accuracy of the TCI system was evaluated by
calculating the median performance error (MDPE)
and the median absolute performance (MDAPE) error
for each protocol separately, as previously proposed.16

First, for each blood sample the performance error
(PE) was calculated as:

PE �
Cm � Cp

Cp

� 100

where Cm and Cp are the measured and predicted
plasma propofol concentrations, respectively. Subse-
quently, the MDPE and the MDAPE were calculated
for each subject separately. The median (range) values
for MDPE and MDAPE were reported for each proto-
col separately. In addition, MDPE and MDAPE values
at the beginning and the end of the Ce plateau were
presented in a graph for each protocol separately.

Logistic regression was used to estimate the prob-
ability of response (squeezing) to the ARM device as a
function of the predicted propofol Ce. Each response
to the ARM was given a score of 1, and each nonre-
sponse to the ARM was given a score of 0. The
probability of responding to ARM (PCe) was then
calculated as:

PCe � 1 �
Ce�Ce, ARM

Ce50, ARM
�Ce, ARM � Ce�Ce, ARM

where Ce50, ARM is the predicted propofol Ce associ-
ated with a 50% probability for response to the ARM
and �Ce, ARM is the steepness of the Ce versus prob-
ability relationship (also termed the “Hill coefficient”).
The parameters Ce50, ARM and �Ce, ARM were estimated
using nonlinear mixed effects modeling (NONMEM
V, GloboMax LLC, Hanover, MD). Interindividual
variability was permitted and assumed to be log-
normally distributed. Residual intraindividual error
was assumed to be additive. All data from both

protocols (7185 data points) were used for this analy-
sis. The effect of protocol type (fixed percentage or
deramping) on the Ce50, ARM was tested by permitting
different Ce50, ARM values when the protocol type was
added to the model as a covariate. A decrease in the
objective function of the complete model more than
3.84 points indicated a significant effect of the protocol
on the ARM response dynamics.

The same analysis, as above, was used to estimate
the probability of a response to the ARM as a function
of BIS (PBIS). In this analysis, instead of the BIS value
the BIS difference from the baseline, determined as BIS
effect (BISeffect � 100 � BIS), was used. The BISeffect 50, ARM,
indicating the BISeffect associated with a 50% probabil-
ity for response to ARM and the �BISeffect, ARM, were
estimated using NONMEM. The effect of the protocol
type on BISeffect 50, ARM was evaluated by incorporat-
ing the protocol type into the model as a covariate.

The combined effect of propofol Ce and BISeffect on
the probability for ARM response (PBIS/Ce) was also
evaluated. An independent variable, IND, was calcu-
lated as:

IND � 100 � BIS � Ce � 	

and logistic regression was used to model the prob-
ability of response to ARM (PBIS/Ce) as a function of
IND:

PBIS/Ce � 1 �
IND�BIS/Ce, ARM

IND50, ARM
�BIS/Ce, ARM � IND�BIS/Ce, ARM

The combined effect of propofol Ce and BISeffect, as
expressed above, was considered significant if the
minimum objective function (�2 log likelihood,
�2LL) of the model decreased by at least 3.84 points
for each parameter added to the model.

Finally, in the complete model, the combined effect
of propofol Ce and BISeffect was evaluated after ex-
pressing the probability of ARM response (PBIS/Ce) as
the sum of the probability fractions derived from the
effects of propofol Ce (PCe) and BISeffect (PBIS):

PBIS/Ce � FBIS � PBIS � �1 � FBIS� � PCe,

where FBIS is the fraction of the combined probability
PBIS/Ce that is determined by BISeffect. The combined
effect of propofol Ce and BISeffect, expressed as above,
was considered significant if it produced a decrease by
3.84 points in the �2LL of the model, for each added
parameter.

The probability of response to the ARM was mod-
eled as a function of the sedation level (OAA/S score)
during the Ce plateau periods in both protocols, using
logistic regression. The OAA/S50, ARM and �OAA/S, ARM
were also estimated by NONMEM. A total of 461 data
points were used for this analysis.

Bootstrap resampling with replacement was used
to determine 95% confidence intervals for the P50
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estimates of Ce50, BISeffect 50, and OAA/S50. One thou-
sand bootstrap samples (simple random samples of
size 21 with replacement) were created from each of
the three (i.e., Ce50, BISeffect 50, and OAA/S50) samples
originally estimated by NONMEM, as described
above. Confidence limits for each P50 were taken as
the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the respective
bootstrap sample distribution.

The ability of each tested parameter or combina-
tion of parameters to predict the observed response
to the ARM device was investigated by calculating
the average of probabilities (with and without

rounding each probability to the closest integer, i.e.,
1 or 0) for all the individual observations for each of
the tested parameters, or combination of parame-
ters, separately.

The median (range) propofol Ce at the first loss and
first recovery of ARM response for each of the indi-
vidual sedation trials (i.e., fixed percentages or de-
ramping rates) were presented for each protocol and
each individual volunteer, separately. In addition, the
intra- and interindividual variability, calculated as
the coefficient of variation (%), in the Ce and BIS at the
first loss and first recovery of ARM response were
presented for each protocol separately in a tabular and
graph formats.

RESULTS
The volunteers participating in the fixed percent-

age protocol (n � 10) were 32.4 � 7.4 yr old,
weighed 69.0 � 7.6 kg, and were 169.7 � 8.1 cm tall.
The volunteers participating in the deramping pro-
tocol (n � 11) were 33.4 � 5.8 yr old, weighed 69.9 �
12 kg, and were 172.4 � 9.5 cm tall. All physiology
remained within normal limits during both sedation
protocols.

The measured arterial propofol Cp at the beginning
(Cp-start) and the end (Cp-end) of the Ce plateau
differed only by 0.05 � 0.39 �g/mL (Fig. 2). Arterial
propofol Cp obtained at steady state was used to
assess the performance of the TCI. The results of this
analysis are presented in Table 1 and Figure 2.
Timing of the sampling has not been shown to be a
confounding factor regarding the performance of
the TCI system.

The Ce50 of propofol for responding to the ARM
was 1.73 (95% confidence interval: 1.55–2.10) �g/mL,
whereas the BISeffect 50 was 24.9 (23.0–28.7), corre-
sponding to a BIS value of approximately 75 (Table 2,
Fig. 3). The OAA/S score associated with a 50%

Figure 2. Bland and Altman analysis of the measured propofol concentrations at the beginning (plasma concentration
[Cp]-start) and the end (Cp-end) of each effect-site concentration (Ce) plateau in the fixed percentage and deramping
protocols. The mean and 2sd of the difference (Cp-start � Cp-end) are indicated by the horizontal continuous and dotted
lines, respectively. The mean difference (sd) for the fixed percentage and deramping protocols were �0.04 (0.42) and �0.08
(0.33) �g/mL, respectively (unpaired t-test, P � 0.672). Data obtained during the two different protocols are presented
separately. Median (range) of median performance error (MDPE) and the median absolute performance (MDAPE) values are
presented as a function of the time at which the samples were drawn during steady state (SS).

Table 1. Performance Metrics of the Target Controlled Infusion

Protocol MDPE (%) MDAPE (%)
Fixed percentage 9 (�22 to 38) 17 (10–38)
Deramping 31 (�6 to 97) 33 (10–97)
Median perfomance error (MDPE) and median absolute performance error (MDAPE) for the
two sedation protocols. A total of 120 samples obtained during the fixed percentage protocol
and 58 samples obtained during the deramping protocol (in one volunteer we were not able
to draw samples during the last deramping trial, whereas in another volunteer the insertion of
arterial line was not feasible), were used in this analysis. Values are presented as medians
(range).

Table 2. NONMEM Estimates and Coefficients of Variation for
the Effect of Different Parameters on the P50 for Automated
Responsiveness Monitor (ARM) Response

Model
parameters

P50 for ARM response

Gamma
(se)

NONMEM
estimate 95 % CI

Ce 1.73 1.55–2.10 6.20 (0.76)
BISeffect 24.9 23.0–28.7 5.12 (0.52)
OAA/S score 12.5 12.0–13.4 5.31 (0.96)
Propofol Ce, BISeffect, and Observer’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation score (OAA/S)
associated with a probability of 50% (P50) for responding to the automated responsiveness
monitor (ARM). Gamma (�) represents the steepness of the parameter versus the probability
for ARM response curve. All data (7185 data points) from both protocols were included in this
analysis (see also Fig. 3). Best-estimate values with their 95% confidence intervals (CI)
calculated using 1000 bootstrap samples with replacement from the originally estimated P50

samples are presented.
Ce � effect site concentration; BISeffect � Bispectral Index difference from the baseline.
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probability for ARM response was 12.5/20 (12.0–13.4).
Figure 3 presents the probability of responding to the
ARM as a function of Ce, BISeffect, and OAA/S score.

Propofol Ce and BIS independently predicted the
observed ARM response with a probability of 0.82 and
0.84, respectively, whereas their combination in-
creased that probability to 0.85. The model that de-
fined the probability of the observed ARM responses
as the sum of the fractional probabilities determined
by propofol Ce and BIS (PBIS/Ce � PCe� PBIS, Table 3,
row D) demonstrated the lowest minimum objective
function (-2LL � 4796.38), when compared with other
models that used only Ce (PCe � 0.82, �2LL � 5895.57,
Table 3, row A) or BIS (PBIS � 0.84, �2LL � 5474.31,
Table 3, row B), as predictor variables, and the model
that combined Ce and BIS in the form of an indepen-
dent variable IND � 100 � BIS � Ce � 	 (PBIS/Ce �
0.84, �2LL � 5101.49, Table 3, row C). In the PBIS/Ce
fractional probability model, the contribution of PBIS
to the overall probability was estimated to be 63%.

Table 4 presents the intra- and interindividual
variability, regarding the propofol Ce and BIS when
the first loss and recovery of ARM response occurred.
Figure 4 presents the actual Ce values and its intrain-
dividual variability at the above end points.

DISCUSSION
Using an effect-site TCI system, we have shown

that ARM can titrate propofol sedation in a repro-
ducible manner over time even in nonsteady-state
conditions. Loss and return of response to the ARM
occurred at similar Ce of propofol in individual
subjects and with a reasonable interindividual vari-
ability during the fixed percentage and deramping
protocols. Interestingly, when BIS and propofol Ce
were independently used to characterize ARM re-
sponse, the latter was not influenced by the protocol
titration scheme.

Our TCI system performed well during the fixed
percentage protocol, and its performance was similar
to what we have previously demonstrated,12 using the
same kinetic model for propofol, developed by
Schnider et al.,10 and subsequently validated by Dou-
fas et al.1 The system did not perform as well during
the deramping protocol but was still in an acceptable
range. The replacement of our original ke0 value of
0.46/min10 with the value of 0.17/min is justified by
two arguments: (a) the ke0 of 0.17/min has been
estimated in a study of a young healthy population1

with similar characteristics as our present participants,

Figure 3. The probability of responding to the automated responsiveness monitor (ARM) as a function of propofol effect-site
concentration (Ce), Bispectral Index (BIS) (expressed as BISeffect � 100 � BIS), and sedation/alertness determined by the
Observer’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation (OAA/S) score (nonresponse to verbal and tactile stimuli correspond to scores
of 10 and 9/20, respectively). Vertical dotted lines indicate the values of the above parameters that are associated with a 50%
probability of responding to the ARM, whereas the horizontal lines represent the 95% confidence intervals for these values.
Data obtained from both the fixed percentage and deramping protocols are included in the analysis.

Table 3. Modeling the Probability of Response to Automated Responsiveness Monitor (ARM), as a Function of Propofol Effect Site
Concentration (Ce), Bispectral Index (BIS), and their Combination

Model
parameters (N) Probability of response to ARM

Minimum
objective
function 
 �2LL

(A) Ce effect (N � 2) PCe � 1 �
Ce�Ce, ARM

Ce50,ARM
�Ce, ARM � Ce�Ce, ARM

5895.57 —

(A1) Protocol effect on
(A) (N � 3) 5892.36 �3.21 (A1 � A)

(B) BIS effect (N � 2) PBIS � 1 �
BISeffect

�BIS, ARM

BISeffect 50, ARM
�BIS, ARM � BISeffect

�BIS ARM
, BISeffect � 100 � BIS 5474.31 —

(B1) Protocol effect on
(B) (N � 3) 5474.28 �0.03 (B1 � B)

(C) BIS/Ce effect
(N � 3) PBIS/Ce � 1 �

IND�BIS/Ce, ARM

IND50, ARM
�BIS/Ce, ARM � IND�BIS/Ce, ARM

, IND � 100 � BIS � Ce � 	 5101.49
�794.08 (C � A)

�372.82 (C � B)

(D) BIS/Ce effect
(N � 5) PBIS/Ce � FBIS � PBIS � �1 � FBIS� � PCe, FBIS 4796.38 �305.11 (D � C)
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using similar infusion designs as in the current trial,
and (b) the ke0 value of 0.17/min was derived from a
study,1 which prospectively validated the propofol
kinetic set developed by Schnider et al.10

In one study, adequately characterized sedation
end points like loss and recovery of consciousness
(defined by the ability to respond to verbal command)
occurred at similar propofol Ce in each subject,
despite the presence of a large interindividual vari-
ability.3 In this study, responsiveness to the ARM
apparatus demonstrated similarly predictable dynam-
ics with a propofol Ce50, ARM of 1.73 �g/mL (95%
confidence interval: 1.55–2.10, intraindividual vari-
ability � 19%). This Ce value is comparable with those
we have found previously in pseudosteady-state (1.6
�g/mL)2 and nonsteady-state (1.76 �g/mL)1 condi-
tions and are approximately 0.5–1 �g/mL less than
the Ce at loss of response to verbal command2,3,7,17,18

or tactile stimulation.1 Furthermore, the BIS50 for ARM
response was much higher than the BIS level previ-
ously associated with loss of response to verbal7,18,19

or tactile1 stimulation. BIS is highly correlated with

propofol Ce,20 and it has been shown to predict
clinical sedation (OAA/S score) and loss of respon-
siveness comparably well21 with, if not slightly bet-
ter20 than, the Ce. In addition, the P50 of the OAA/S
score for responding to the ARM was 12.5/20 well
above the threshold for loss of consciousness (10/20).
This OAA/S50, ARM value is very similar to what we
demonstrated previously under pseudosteady-state
conditions,2 and it was not influenced by the applied
protocol scheme.

Thus, this study supports our previous finding that
loss of response to the ARM tends to precede loss of
consciousness during propofol-only sedation and
might be used as a titration instrument when the
actual loss of responsiveness is not a desired end
point. Although it is difficult to compare the arousing
potential between an ARM and a human-based
(OAA/S scale) sedation assessment, the results of the
present and previous2 trials support a preponderance
of the latter. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the
possibility of an interaction between these two types
of stimuli during our trial.

Figure 4. In the upper graph, the mean
(standard deviation) propofol effect-
site concentration (Ce) at which the
first loss of response to the automated
responsiveness monitor (ARM) and
ARM recovery occurred during the
different sedation trials are presented
for each individual volunteer and each
protocol separately. The lower graph
depicts the intraindividual variability
of the Ce at the above end points,
expressed as the coefficient of variation
(%).

Table 4. Intra- and Interindividual Variability of the Effect Site Concentration (Ce) and Bispectral Index (BIS) for the Loss and
Recovery of Automated Responsiveness Monitor (ARM) Response End Points

Protocol

Loss of ARM Recovery of ARM

Intra-CV (%) Inter-CV (%) Intra-CV (%) Inter-CV (%)
Fixed percentage

Ce 13 � 3 25 � 2 17 � 7 27 � 5
BIS 9 � 5 14 � 3 8 � 3 13 � 3

Deramping
Ce 16 � 11 23 � 6 19 � 11 32 � 7
BIS 6 � 4 13 � 3 6 � 6 12 � 5

Intra- and inter- individual variability of the Ce and BIS at the first loss and first recovery of the response to ARM are expressed by the coefficient variation of Ce and BIS at the respective end
points for the two protocols separately. Data are presented as means� SD s.
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Propofol Ce and BIS predicted the observed ARM
responses with a probability of 0.82 and 0.84, respec-
tively. This probability increased to 0.85 when infor-
mation from both Ce and BIS (fractional probabilities
0.37:0.63) were simultaneously used to predict ARM
response. This was highly statistically significant, in
regard to model improvement (Table 3), and reflects
the importance of combining BIS and Ce information
when attempting to characterize ARM response as an
independent sedation end point. This result of our
modeling approach provides two important insights:
(a) it strengthens the evidence that the ARM relays
information about a real drug effect, and (b) it ques-
tions the interchangeable use of Ce and BIS, two
highly correlated but different, pharmacodynamic
quantities, in characterizing drug effect.

Targeting the Ce, rather than the Cp propofol
concentration, has been associated with fewer hemo-
dynamic and respiratory consequences.22,23 However,
a relatively rapid increase of Ce always entails the risk
of concentration overshoot and oversedation when the
desired end point is reached, with potential adverse
physiological consequences. An almost reflexive, pref-
erably clinical, monitoring system is necessary to
prevent oversedation and enhance safety when the
sedative effect is progressing quickly. Patient-
maintained sedation systems that use a Ce-driven
propofol TCI have managed to provide safe sedation
mainly by pursuing a slow, stepwise increase in the
Ce.24 Nonetheless, a certain number of patients who
used patient-maintained sedation were able to delib-
erately oversedate themselves, reaching a poten-
tially unsafe sedation depth.25 As expected, the use
of a Ce ramp (0.5– 0.6 �g � mL�1 � min�1) in our
study not only increased the speed of sedation
induction but also resulted in a relative Ce over-
shoot after discontinuation of the infusion when loss
of response to the ARM occurred. This Ce overshoot
led to oversedation in certain instances, which was
never associated with severe adverse effects, such as
apnea or hypotension.

We conclude that loss and return of response to
the ARM occurs at similar sedation levels in indi-
viduals, even though there is considerable variability
among individuals. Reproducible ARM dynamics
compares favorably with clinical and EEG sedation
end points and suggest that the ARM can be used as
an independent instrumental guide of propofol effect.
However, the wider applicability of the ARM in
clinical settings, which are usually compounded by
multiple stimulating events and/or drug effects, re-
mains to be tested.
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